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Eureka! The science edition
This issue:



HEY YOU!
Welcome to your very own science edition of Shout Out!, 
the magazine for children affected by cancer. 

We’re heading off on a scientific adventure, with 
epic experiments, kitchen chemistry and incredible 
inventions. We’ve also included loads of stickers, so 
once you’ve finished an activity you can give it your own 
stamp of approval!

Get stuck in! Jessie
Your Shout Out! Editor 
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What’s inside
   Make a spaghetti 

tower and a fizzy 
fountain

   Bake a batch of 
rocket cookies

   Create your own 
brainiac

   Design an incredible 
invention

   Tell us about your 
city of the future

   Meet a chocolate 
scientist

Cut out all the accessories your 
scientist will  need, from their lab 
coat to their time machine! Stick 
them on your scientist and send us 
your genius creations: EUREKA!  

   BRAINIACMake your own

Watch Out! 

Wherever you see this stamp 

on a page, stick your FREE 

stickers next to the activity to 

show you’ve completed it!

STICKER
HERE

STICKER
HERE

THIS MAG BELONGS TO 

Hands off!

Grab your chance to see your name in the next issue! 

Pop your amazing entries into the envelope provided or 

email us at shoutout@clicsargent.org.uk.

Thanks Martynka!



What to do
1   Preheat the oven to 190oC  
and line a baking tray with 
greaseproof paper.

2   Cream the butter and sugar 
together using an electric mixer 
or a wooden spoon and a bowl.

3   Mix the vanilla extract and egg together  
and add it gradually to the mixture.

4   Stir in the flour until the mixture comes together in a dough, 
then roll it out on a floured surface until it’s about 1cm thick.

5  Using a rocket-shaped cutter, cut out your biscuits and 
arrange them on the baking tray. 

6   Bake for 8-10 minutes, until they’re golden. Leave 
them on the tray for five minutes to harden, then 

move them to a wire rack to cool completely.

7   Let your imagination run wild decorating 
your rockets. You could use different colours 
of icing, Smarties for windows, sprinkles for 
flames… the sky’s the limit!

Three, two, one, l ift  off! These rocket 
biscuits are out of this world

You’ll  need

 100g unsalted butter

 100g caster sugar

 1 medium egg, lightly beaten

 275g plain flour

 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

 Icing, sweets, sprinkles etc to decorate

STICKER
HERE

Daisy and Albert asked:
Who is your favourite Star Wars 
character?
Chewbacca. When I was a kid I always 
wanted a dog and so the idea of a giant 
talking Wookie was my idea of the best 
friend a small boy could wish for!

What is your favourite bit in 
the films?
In The Empire Strikes Back when Luke 
meets Yoda on Dagobah, because it’s when 
the pupil meets his teacher. 

Did you go to theatre school? 
How did you get into acting?
I didn’t go to theatre school. I decided 
I wanted to be an actor and I did amateur 

plays and all sorts of unpaid things until 
someone noticed me. When I got my 
opportunity I worked very hard to make 
sure I did the best job I could. Dream 
big dreams.

What’s your favourite crisp 
flavour? 
Salt and vinegar. It was a close call between 
that and prawn cocktail but I imagined 
myself on a desert island for the rest of my 
life and salt and vinegar just edged it.

What is your favourite invention 
from the Star Wars universe 
and why?
The lightsaber because it’s the Jedi weapon 
of choice. Oh and it makes a cool noise!

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story is an all-new 
epic adventure, set before the original Star 
Wars film. Our readers Daisy and Albert gave 
us some great questions for Scottish actor 
Duncan Pow, who plays Gold Nine in the movie.

DUNCAN POWShout Out! meets
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COOK’S CORNER

Get an adult to help
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ASK THE

7

EXPERTS

Q. Why can’t I  go swimming 
while I’m on treatment?
If you have a central line or port, 
you probably won’t be able to go 
swimming because you could get 
an infection if it gets wet. However, 
your doctor might agree that you 
can do some water therapy with a 
physiotherapist: they’ll cover your 
line or port to keep it dry. You might 
be able to swim at other stages 
of treatment, but always ask your 
doctor or nurse first.

Q. My class is going on a trip two hours away. 
Is it  OK for me to go?
You may be able to go on your school trip. Ask 
your parent to arrange a meeting with your teacher 
to find out what’s planned so you can discuss it 
with your doctor or nurse and see if it’s safe to go. 
Remember, you can talk to your teachers if there’s 
anything you’re worried about: there may be things 
they can do to make the trip easier for you.

Q. Is it  safe to play rugby?
If you feel well enough, 
carrying on with sport and 
exercise is a great way to help 
you stay healthy. But if you’re 
having treatment, you might 
need to avoid contact sports 
like rugby or judo: your doctor 
or cancer nurse will tell you 
if it’s OK. If you have to take 
a break from rugby, why not 
grab the chance to try out a 
different sport for a while?

Got a question about your cancer or treatment? 
Send in your questions! Our panel of CLIC Sargent 
experts are here to help.

Q. Can I stil l  ride my bike while I’m having 
treatment?
Some sports are best avoided if you’re having 
treatment: for example, if you have a central line 
(or a wiggly) you may not be able to do sports 
where it might get pulled out. But if you’re 
feeling up to riding your bike, it’s a good way to 
keep fit and active. Just check it out with  
your doctor or cancer nurse first.

Q. Why do I have to wear 
sunscreen whenever I go out?
If you’re having radiotherapy, it can make your skin 
sore, red and itchy, like you have sunburn. And if 
you’ve lost your hair because of chemotherapy, 
the skin on your head will be very sensitive as it’s 
not used to the sun. Using sunscreen and wearing 
a cool wig, hat or scarf will help protect your skin 
when you’re outside.

Q. Am I allowed to eat sweets?
Cancer can affect your appetite: 
you might want to eat lots more 
than usual, or not at all. Sometimes 
it’s hard to eat if you feel sick, or 
if your mouth feels dry or sore. It’s 
OK to eat sweets, but it’s important 
to try to eat a healthy diet overall, 
as this will help your body stay 
strong. If you’re having trouble 
eating, talk to your doctor, nurse or 
dietitian: they’ll have suggestions 
to help make it easier.

Jo,  
play specialist 

Maureen,  
social worker

Simon, 
nurse 
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JORDAN’S
I started feeling poorly back in 2011. I was being 
sick and sleeping a lot, and I got a lot of headaches. 
I kept falling over and bumping into things, and 
I couldn’t go out to play at school because I kept 
hurting myself. 

My mum and dad took me to the doctor loads of 
times but they said nothing was wrong with me. But 
then in 2012 I collapsed and was taken to hospital, 
and that was when I found out I had a brain tumour.

When I was told I had cancer it was horrible. I was scared because I didn’t know how 
bad it was, or what the treatment would be like. I was really upset when I first had 
treatment and lost my hair, because people kept staring at me.

Although the first treatment worked, my brain tumour came back three months later, 
but I wasn’t as shocked that time. But when it came back again last year, I was upset 
because I’d been clear for 16 months. I knew my life was going to change again after 
getting back to normal, and I’d only just started high school and didn’t want to miss out. 

My mum and dad take me for my chemo treatment every other week. Sometimes 
I have to stay in hospital, but I prefer it when I can come home at night as I miss my 
brother and sister, Caleb and Phoebe. If I have to stay in, they come and visit me.

Being on treatment means I miss a lot of school but I go whenever I can and I always 
work hard. My favourite subject is maths and I’m in the top set. If I could invent 
anything, it would be a new medicine for cancer so no more children would have to 
go through it. 

I can’t go out and play much because I get dizzy and have to use a wheelchair, but 
I love watching Formula 1: my hero is Lewis Hamilton. My brother Caleb and I like 
snuggling under blankets and watching movies, too.

Having cancer is hard but I always try to think positive. If I get upset, my mum and dad 
tell me to stay strong, as they’re going through it all with me. I’m hoping this time I can 
beat cancer for good, and I’m trying to keep smiling and kick cancer’s bum.

Hi, I’m Jordan and 

I’m 12 years old. STORY

By Jordan Calder, age 12

We asked all you budding writers to tell us 
about your perfect Halloween party.  

Our Write On! winner this issue is Laila, 
who wrote a quirky invite of her Halloween 
spooktacular. 

Hello my name is Laila. I was 

wondering if you want to come to 

my Halloween party? It is at that 

haunted house over there. For 

monster food we are having boiled 

toad and pimple juice. For snacks 

we are having locust legs and bat 

bread. I am going to invite Zig 

Zombie, Marsy Mud Monster and 

Gail Ghost and I am a witch. I hope 

you would like to come.

We hope you enjoy your prize of a Venus flytrap 
plant… snap, snap..!

Potion commotion!

In our creepy cauldron comp, we 
challenged you to magic up your 
very own Halloween potion.

We loved the colour of your 
gruesome potion, Adam! 
Congratulations: your prize of 
a personalised stationery set is 
on its way.

A special shout out to Tamer, too: 
yours was Highly Commended!

We had some epic entries to the competitions 
in the Myths and Legends issue of Shout Out! 
At last, we can reveal the winners…

WINNERS! STICKER
HERE

Write on!  

Happy Halloween!

Our Highly Commended award goes to Amelia.  

Thanks for your fantastic entry! Turn to p.16  

to read it.



INGENIOUS INVENTIONS

You’ll need

 A roll of Mentos  A 2-litre bottle of diet fizzy drink

 A large plastic tray  A cardboard tube or sheet of

paper rolled into a tube

What to do
Open the bottle of fizzy pop and put it on the plastic tray.

Line all of the Mentos up inside the cardboard or paper tube. 

Pour the Mentos from the tube into the bottle and  
hey presto: your very own miniature volcano!

You’ll  need:

 A large handful of uncooked spaghetti 

 6 marshmallows    A hollow chocolate egg

What to do:
What’s the tallest tower you can make using strands of spaghetti 
joined together with marshmallows? It’s got to be strong enough 
to take the weight of the chocolate egg! 

Try taking inspiration from famous buildings from around the 
world, like the Eiffel Tower, the Great Pyramid or the Shard. 

Top tip: you can break the marshmallows into pieces  
to make them go further!

INVESTIGATION
 STATION

Fizzy fountains

Challenge your 

friends: who can 

make the highest 

structure?

Stand well 

back or you 

WILL get wet!
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Cars, televisions, 
smartphones… Imagine how 
different the world would be 
without some of the gadgets 
we rely on everyday!

Science is all about asking 
questions and solving 
problems, so let your 
imagination run wild and 
come up with your own 
amazing invention.

Use the space on the right 
to draw a picture of your 
invention. Don’t forget to 
label the parts so we know 
what they’re for! 

We’ll be printing our pick of 
the gadgets in the next issue 
of Shout Out!, and there’s a 
prize for the inventor of the 
most creative contraption. 
So get your thinking cap on!

Full name:

My date of birth:

My postcode:

How to enter
To be in with a  
chance of winning  
your own cool kit of 
experiments, send your entry 
to us in the Freepost envelope 
included, remembering to fill 
in your name, date of birth 
and postcode. 

Grab your safety goggles and check out these two 
brill iant experiments from the Science Museum!

Spaghetti 
skyscrapers

STICKER
HERE

STICKER
HERE
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WRITE ON!
Ever dreamt about what the planet will be like 
in the future? We’re asking you to put your time 
travelling cape on and imagine a world many 
years from now. 

Tell us all about your city of the future. 
What would it look like, and who would live 
there? What would the weather be like? 
What sort of things would you get up to, 
and how would you get around? 

Be as creative as you can… Who knows what the future 
will hold?

The writer of our most imaginative entry will win the latest 
book on how to be a space explorer! Get scribbling!

To boldly go… 

Full name:

My date of birth:

My postcode:

How to enter
For your chance to win, 
send your entry to us in 
the Freepost envelope 
included, remembering to 
fill in your name, date of 
birth and postcode. Look 
out for the winner in the 
next issue!

Spot the difference

Find the lab kit

There are 10 to find!

We’ve hidden 11 items that 
you’d find in a science lab 
in our wordsearch. They 
could be horizontal, vertical, 
diagonal, backwards or 
forwards. Why not challenge 
a friend to see who can find 
them all first?

  goggles    conical flask
  rubber gloves    microscope
  magnet    calculator    petri dish 
  forceps    bunsen burner 
  scales    battery

JUST FOR
 FUN

STICKER
HERE

STICKER
HERE



YOUR GALLERY
Our gallery is jam packed with your 
awesome potion commotion and Egyptian 
hieroglyphics entries!

Love drawing? Send us anything you like 
in our Freepost envelope or email it  to 
shoutout@clicsargent.org.uk 
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Amelia

Ollie

Thomas

Lewis

Lauren

Freya

Kareece

Laila
Stephanie

Martyna
Jenna

Lauren

Martyna

Martynka

Martynka

Sham
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WRITE ON!

CHOCOLATE
SCIENTIST

The best of the rest

I would invite
 Frankenste

in and 

some mummies. We will watch scar
y 

movies and
 we will eat eye

balls, 

pig’s livers
, cow lungs and

 chewed 

up human gums, and zo
mbie finger

s 

with sweaty toes
. And the

 freshly 

sucked blo
od from a human for a 

dip. The m
usic we will be playi

ng is 

the Macarena s
o we can dan

ce to 

it. I would dress
 up as a 

zombie. 

Amelia

I would have
 a 

Monster Hi
gh 

themed party. 

Everyone 
would 

have to d
ress up a

s 

a charact
er from 

Monster Hi
gh. We would watch 

Monster Hi
gh before

 we go 

trick or t
reating a

nd come back 

with a lot 
of snacks

 so we can 

enjoy the
 movie. Afte

r the 

movie, we would have
 karaoke 

and play J
ust Dance

. This 

would all en
d with cake 

pops shap
ed as eye

balls 

and goodi
e bags.

Tamer

My Halloween party
 would have

 

blood pun
ch, chewy eyeballs

 and 

tangy dea
d fingers.

 I would invite
 

Frankenste
in, Count 

Dracula 

and a bun
ch of zom

bies. I would 

play Thrill
er by Michael Jac

kson, 

the ghost
busters s

ong and 

Ghost by E
lla Hender

son. I would 

dress up 
as Elizabe

th Lavens
a 

(Frankenste
in’s wife) and t

he 

activities 
would be sm

ash the 

pumpkin, find 
the blood

y knife 

and trick 
or treatin

g.

Kareece

If I had a
 Halloween party

 

I would invite
 Spiderman 

dressed a
s a spider

, 

Dracula, F
rankenste

in,  

and my weird frien
ds.  

I would dress
 like a gia

nt 

spider. We would eat j
elly 

body part
s, and we would 

watch horr
or movies. We 

would play 
scary son

gs.

Martynka 

Back on p9, we announced  
the winners of our Halloween  
party competition, but the rest of your 
entries were so frightfully bril l iant that 
we just had to print some more!

Prepare to be scared!

Chemistry is used to make stronger metals,  
to keeping things clean, and to measure 
levels of pollution in the environment. But it’s 
also used to make bubbles in your chocolate! 

Cat puts on her lab coat to invent new 
flavours and textures, like chocolate mixed 
with popping candy or jellies. 

‘Ideas come to life in our laboratory, and 
I even get to try the chocolates… in the 
name of research of course!

I use science to work out how things will taste, 
for example if I grind down the ingredients 
into tiny pieces the chocolate will be thicker 
and more delicious when you eat it. 

We make lots of samples to test how they 
taste, how easy they are to make, and how 
easily we can get them from the factory to 
the shops. We don’t want lots of broken 
chocolate bars.

As well as all the studying, I get to taste our 
creations, and there’s always a big pile of 
chocolate on my desk!’

We asked her if chocolate raisins count  
as one of your 5 portions of fruit (and 
veg) a day?

The good news is that raisins are a good 
source of vitamins and minerals despite 
the chocolate! They are also high in sugar 
though, so if you want to treat yourself to 
a slightly healthier snack you can always 
try melting some chocolate in a bowl 
(30 second bursts in a microwave, stirring 
after each) and dip fresh sliced fruit into that! 
Very tasty.

And what was the worst flavour 
combination she’s ever tried?

The worst flavour I ever tried was a 
combination of mint flavour with a cooling 
powder. I was hoping you would get an 
indulgent chocolatey taste followed by a 
clean minty taste, but it actually just tasted 
like a toothpaste flavoured chocolate bar...

A day in the life of a….

IM
A

G
E: G

U
A

RD
IA

N

Cat Channon works in a 
laboratory and makes new, 
exciting, and tasty chocolates!

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
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True or false?
1   A chameleon’s eyes move 

in different directions from 
each other.

2   The Great Wall of China is 
visible from space.

3   Bulls hate the colour red.

4   The Great Barrier Reef is 
the largest living structure 
on Earth.

5   Humans have  
five senses.

What did the cake say to the fork?
You want a piece of me?!

Why couldn’t the teddy finish  
his dinner?
Because he was stuffed! From Francesca

What did the dinosaur say after the 
car crash? 
I’msosaurus! From Thomas

What do you get if you cross a sheep 
and a kangaroo? 
A woolly jumper! From Mohamed

What’s a T-Rex’s favourite Number?
Eight (‘ate!’)

Why did the knight run about shouting 
for a tin opener?
He had a bee in his suit of armour!

Brain teasers
Thanks to the kids on Ward 35 at Bristol 
University Hospital for sending us these 
ridiculously tricky riddles!

1   What has a face and two hands but  
no arms or legs?

2   What is the easiest way to double 
your money?

3   What has a thumb and four fingers 
but is not alive?

4   What has to be broken before you  
can use it?

WHAT’S NEW?
WATCH THIS

A Dog’s Purpose  

(certificate TBC)

If you loved Marley and Me, 

don’t miss this tear-jerking tale 

of one devoted dog who finds 

the meaning of life through the 

adventures, laughs and love he 

shares with his human owners. 

Don’t forget your tissues!

PLAY THIS

Poochy 
and Yoshi’s 
Woolly World 

(Nintendo 3DS)

Poochy and Yoshi are video game 

characters with a difference: they’re 

made out of wool! Explore their 

cosy knitted world, collecting 

beads, uncovering secrets and even 

designing your own Yoshi patterns.

READ THIS

The Ship of Spectres 

by Patricia Elliott 

(Hodder Children’s 

Books)

On board a luxury ocean liner, 

witty and wise young detective 

Connie Carew is bound for New 

York. But there’s trouble at sea: 

someone is trying to harm the 

passengers. As the ship sails 

towards disaster, can Connie 

solve the mystery?

DOWNLOAD THIS

Fantastic Beasts: 

Cases from the 

Wizarding World 

(for iOS and 

Android)

This free mobile game is a must for 

fans of Harry Potter. Master your 

magical skills as you delve into 

the wizarding world, discovering 

evidence, casting spells and 

protecting the magical creatures.

LISTEN TO THIS

NOW That’s What 

I Call Party Hits

From Little Mix 

and Jess Glynne 

to Michael Jackson and Justin 

Biebier, we reckon this triple 

album is packed with the best 

collection of music EVER for 

singing along to with your mates.

YOUR
JOKES

Big thanks to you all for 
sending us your jokes and 
riddles. We laughed our socks 
off! Keep them coming…

Mythbusters

Test your general 
knowledge with our 
fact or fiction quiz. 
Turn the page upside 
down to check your 
answers.

Answers: 1) T; 2) F; 3) F: they’re colour blind; 4) T; 5) F: there are 20, 
including balance, movement, hunger and thirst.

STICKER
HERE

Answers: 1) A clock! 2) Put it in front of the mirror 
of course! 3) A glove 4) An egg.



IT’S YOUR
SHOUT!

Shout Out! is led by you, our readers.
That means we want to hear your thoughts and views! 

Send us your food photos, pirate paintings, super 
stories, pet pictures, and whatever else you like, of the 

stuff you love and want to see in your magazine. 
Make sure you get permission from your parent 

or carer before you send them in.

shoutout@clicsargent.org.uk
0300 330 0803

CLICSARGENT.ORG.UK

Registered charity number 1107328  
and registered in Scotland (SC039857) 
REF: SO01_16HD379a, Issue 18, Winter 2017.  
Next issue: Spring 2017

Sneak peak: 
Next Edition JAPAN! 


